Knowledge discovery employing grid scheme least squares support vector machines based on orthogonal design bee colony algorithm.
This paper proposes a concept for machine learning that integrates a grid scheme (GS) into a least squares support vector machine (LSSVM) (called GS-LSSVM) with a mixed kernel in order to solve data classification problems. The purpose of GS-LSSVM is to execute feature selections, mixed kernel applications, and parameter optimization in a learning paradigm. The proposed learning paradigm includes three steps. First, an orthogonal design is utilized to initialize the number of input features and candidate parameters stored in GS. Then, the features are randomly selected according to the first grid acquired from the first step. These features and the candidate parameters are then passed to LSSVM. Finally, an artificial bee colony algorithm, the recently popular heuristic algorithm, is used to optimize parameters for LSSVM learning. For illustration and evaluation purposes, ten remarkable data sets from the University of California Irvine database are used as testing targets. The experimental results reveal that the proposed GS-LSSVM can produce a classification model more easily interpreted using a small number of features. In terms of accuracy (hit ratio), the GS-LSSVM can significantly outperform other methods listed in this paper. These findings imply that the GS-LSSVM is a promising approach to classification exploration.